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What are we trying to achieve? 
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OJS OAI record
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Primo normalised 
XML (PNX) record
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Primo (PNX)OJS (OAI_DC)
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Primo Back Office is used to configure Primo’s Front End.
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1) New data source 
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2) Normalization Rule Sets
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To create a normalization rule set for a specific 
source format, use an existing rule sets and change 
the necessary details to make the rule set 
appropriate for your format conversion needs.
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PNX Sections: 
• Control
• Display 
• Links 
• Search 
• Sort
• Facets 
• etc. 
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2.1) Mapping tables for Creative Commons
General -> Mapping Tables 
• sourceCode1: The code being mapped.
• targetCode: The target code of the mapping.
• Description: text description.
Getting the thumbnails 
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3) Deploy & Utilities -> Deploy All
• Mapping Tables 
• Data sources 
• Normalization Rules
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4) Publishing -> Pipe List 
-> Create new pipe
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4.1) Publishing -> Job Monitor
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Summary
• Primo Back Office 
• Create Data source and Normalisation rules (mapping tables)
• Normalisation rules – trial and error 
• Don’t forget to deploy! 
• Publishing: Pipes & Schedule 
• More information on Primo Back Office and Normalisation rules can be found on ExLibris
Knowledge Center.

